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ABSTRACT
Within the Norwegian-American community of the
United States and North Dakota there is a memory of
"Norwegian Schoolsn held mainly in summers$

These schools

taught the essence of Lutheranism with hymn singing, and
Norwegian grammar and literature.

These schools se.emed

pervasive in North Dakota, but there. is little material
on them..

General church histories neglected them; Sunday

School seemed dominant ..

People who had attended or taught

the Norwegian Schools in the early twentieth century were
becoming fewer ..

It was appropriate to research the

schools before. recollection faded and significance waned,.
Research began with anniversary pamphlets of
Lutheran churches which affirmed that congregations had
sponsored the schools be£ore the year 1900 and for a
few decades afterwards.

Research led to two archives in

Minnesota where papers of churchwomen and personal documents atte.sted to the vitality of the schools in the
Norwegian Midwest.
terviewed..

Tn North Dakota individuals were in..-

The greatest effort was reading the micro-

filmed minutes of congregational meetings of North Dakota
in the original Norwegianu

Eventually a hundred and

seventy-one congregations were examined ..
viii

Research concluded that most Norwegian Lutheran
congregations sponsored Norwegian Religion Schools to
educate their youth in the. basics of their faith, to prepare them for confirmation, and to retain a command of the
Norwegian language and other old country traditions

ft

With

firm discipline paid teachers taught children for usually
six weeks.
holidays-.

The celebrations at end of school terms were
Most students were happy with the education

they received.

By the. end of the 1930s, English pre-

vailed in speech_ and Sunday School dominated religious
education..

The old religion schools were reconstructed

into Vacation Bible Schools ..

The legacy of the old schools

was a commitment of many North Dakota congregations to
further Christian education by other means.

INTRODUCTION
From the. 1880s through the 19 30s North Dakota had a
private religious educational system that is nearly forgotten today..

This system served the Norwegian immigrant

Lutheran congregations in the Red River Valley, in the
northern tier of counties and the lands about Devils Lake.
Wherever Norwegian immigrants or second-generation
Norwegian-Americans settled, this system, the Norsk
Religionsskole,--the Norwegian Religion School--became entrenched.

It only began to retrench when the third genera-

tion spoke English and chose the, American Sunday School as
the chief religious educational system.

The Norsk

Religionsskole, which could run for eight weeks in the
summer from nine to four we.ekdays, survives today as the
Vacation Bible School that runs for ten half-days..

The

demands placed on the modern students seem mild compared
to those made on earlier generations ..
'I he Norwegian Lutherans began their Norsk
1

Religionsskole from precedents in Norway and older
American states such as Minnesota,

Iowa, and Wisconsin.

Other ethnic Lutherans--the Danes, the Swedes and the
Germans--held their religion schools in their nationwide
settlements.

Other well-established and immigrant
1

2

denominations had long schools in the summers.

Most groups

eventually abandoned their summer schools during the 1930s
in favor of Sunday or Weekend Schools and surruner camps.
'I'he generation that remembers the Norsk Religionsskole
is passing away.

The little schools conducted in the

Norwegian language, with_ hymn-singing, Bible-verse memorization, the mastery of Luther's Small Catechism, the study
of books related to the Bible and Catechism, the rehearsal
of Norwegian grammar, spelling, and readings, wi II not reappear in North Dakota..

This paper is a brief recapitula-

tion of these schools which meant so much to those students
glad of their Lutheran faith and proud of their Norwegian
heritage ..

CHAPTER I
THE PRECEDENTS IN NORWAY AND OTHER STATES
A precedent in Norway for these parish schools was the
Omgangsskole

(Ambulatory School or Itinerant School),

whence teachers would roam remote valleys teaching in
small parish es.

After a week instructing in a f arrnhouse

these men would travel on..

The State was tolerant of the

Ornga:qgsskole; at least one text was published for it, a
songbook.

Highly educate,d Norwe.gians considered the

Ambulatory School lowly, yet when some emigrated to the
United States they found themselves teaching in like
"Parochial Schools" in Norweg ian-Arner.ic an communities~
Inferior conditions and poor pay was reflected in the absence of a State Church:

the immigrants had to fund their

religious schools themse1 ve s.

1

Back in Norway, where the Haugean influence was
strong, lay evangelists would hold rallies in itinerant
and other public schools--the public and students attended them witn relish.

In America, these evangelists

toured the parishes which welcomed them and often taught
their rel£gionsskoler.

Sheyenne congr~gation in Pekin

received twelve evangelists throughout the years.
Mekinock had rallies in the religionsskole building.
3

2

4

While the Danish Folk School has captured the imagination of educators, it was not a direct inspiration for the
American "Norwegian Religion School ..

11

Norwegian public

schools taught religion courses to prepare youth for confirmation.

In America the immigrants and their church

synods provided the same instruction out of their own
resources ..
A solemn gift of Norway to America was the skolelaerer
(school teacher)_ who was no evangelist,· and ranked with the
pastor as a mainstay of faith and culture ..

Often he was a

bachelor who had dedicated his life to learning and to
teaching ..

The Laerer (Teacher)_ in Norway was addressed by

his title and enjoyed a medieval respect from common folk.
In three North Dakota congregtions three men were addressed as Skolelaerer and seemed to exert their Old World
.

aut h ority.

3

The laerere (teachersl could easily advance

to the exalted rank of pastor, and many did in America ..
Many emigrated to the United States with a zeal to educate
their fellow immigrants to the highest standards..

Some

proceeded to teach in church colleges and theological
seminaries.

Some chose to start their career teaching in

congregational schools and then become farmers and merchants.4
A fictional example of the role of, and respect towards, the Norwegian-American l a ~ is found in Simon

5

Johnson's novel Vaarstunden

(Springtime)

The hero is Tor

Wilhelmson, an elderly schoolmaster who declines to retire
in a staunchly Norwegian Lutheran conununity in the American
Midwest.

His mission in life is to teach the very young--

his small school would correspond to the nor_sk skole except
the novel has him under the public school system..
educated nearly everyone in the community.

He had

When Tor

Wilhelmson challenged an outsider demagogue and demolished
the latterls speech w~th logic, a local politician, a former student, marked the schoolmaster as a foe..

Tor refused

to recant his learned opposition; more citizens side with
the demagogue and his platform..

Eventually the local

politician forced the school board to close Wilhelmson' s
school..

The schoolmaster invited the children to study in

his house--he retained the loyalty of rn_any parents, former
students.

Finally, all his children went to larger

schools because his education could not be certified, and
Tor ceased teaching.

After a while the local politician

became disillusioned with the demagogue and reconciled
with Tor Wilhelmsen

9

The schoolmaster retired; the com-

munity more highly honored him for his erudition, dedication and integrity.

The only direct conunent on religion

in the novel was where Tor Wilhelmson praised Saint
Augustine for his thoughts on human soul; he sang paraphrases of hymns.

Possibly Tor referred to the Confessions ..

The author, Simon Johnson, implied that the laerer in a

6

Norwegian-American community can be its guardian of justice
. ht
an d rig

h' k'
tining.

5

A skolelaerer from Norway could serve congregations in
another office:

Klokker, or Precenter, which is the same

as Kirkesanger, or Song Leader.

Before a congregation in

either Norway or America could afford an organ an official
led the worshippers in song by his strong, measured voice ..
He al so gave prayers.

In America a Klokker was paid

twenty~five to fifty .dollars a year.

With his income from

teaching religionsskole a La'.er·er.,..Klokker could be the
second-highest paid employee of a parish ..

ln 1895 Our

Savior's of Hillsboro thought so--the annual Klokker fee of
seventy..-five dollars was. high..

An.other congregation in

financial difficulties chose to pay its Laerer-Klokker in
full while it owed the pastor for hi~ salary of the previous year ..
Lay people respected the Skolelaerere for their tough
dedication and conscientious service.

Parish constitutions

often stated that both. the pastor and the Laerere were
responsible for the spiritual health of soul and to protect th.em from false teachings.
that teachers we.re officers,.

Some parishes specified

Five North Dakota constitu..-

tions had variants on this injunction.
before 19 30. se.em to have this clause..

6

Most constitutions
A grown woman could

recall her exacting teacher--he insisted that his students
memorize Luther's Small Catechism to the letter--and she

7

was grateful.

Another woman recalled that once at one

o'clock her teacher was tardy from his noon nap..

He had

overslept and apologized to the. class for his breach of
duty--she was impressed by his humility.

7

Highly educated men from Norway taught re.ligionsskole
in America and then chose other careers..
was content to be a farm hand..
school which he did well ..

One in.di vi dual

His boss asked him to teach

Later he married the boss's

daughter and became a shopkeeper.

8

Whatever their careers

might be the religionsskolelaerere had satisfaction over
work ..
One author had a tempered view.
his first

0.. E.

R¢1 vaag wrote

Cand sti·ll unpublished)_ novel about 1910, Nils og

Astri, based on his experiences as a "Norwegian School"
teacher during 1903-04 in South Dakota.

His main charac-

ters attend re.ligionsskole where their personalities meet
and clash with a third party~

As the novel progressed

R¢'lvaag employed themes he would develop in later, better
works.

The rationale and quality of religionsskole is lost

as the plot takes tli.e characters to adulthood.

This book

is a rare example of a noted author writing at length on
;Leligionsskole..

This observation is based on Einar

Haugen's "R¢lvaag' s Lost Novel . 119
By 1890 the professional skolelaerere were emigrating
in smaller numbers; volunteers taught religionsskoler.
By 1900 another change influenced the schools--women

8

(laererinde}_ taught ..

Some of them were highly educated and

cultured, wives of pastors, but soon these teachers were
American-born and religJonsskole-weaned.

They gently com-

peted with the American-born male teachers until about 1910
when women became the majority.

CHAPTER IT
TWO CONTROVERSIES:

PUBLIC SCHOOL AND ELECTI.ON;

THE LUTHERAN SYNODS OF NORWEGIAN-AMERICANS
The

11

right-doctrined" Lutherans in mid-nine,teenth

century suspected the American public schools C'Conunon
Schools")_ as agents for ungodliness.

The. German Missouri

Synod led a bloodless war against the Common School by
calling upon all Lutheran synods to establish Christian
schools for grades one through twe.l ve..

The Missouri Synod

did es tabl is h its own parochial school system Cali ve toi.:..
•
•
d a 11 oth' er Lu th eran groups d o l'k
·.
lO
d. ay )... uut
insiste
1 ewise.

By the 1890s the American public suspected Catholic,
Lutheran, and other denominational parochial schools as
agents for un..-Ame.rican activity.

.Many immigrant church

s:chools were conducte.d in European languages which was
distasteful to the.

11

Yankees .. '·'

Immigrant clerics firmly

be.lieved that their faiths could only be. maintained in
the native tongue.
a middling position:

Nationwide, Norwegian Lutherans took
trust the Common Schools for the

ne.cessary secular education, but establish short-term
congregational schools to teach the children the Lutheran
faith in the mother language, Norwegian.
9.

One group,

10
popularly known as the "Norwegian Synod,

11

di.d side with the

Missouri Synod (sisters in theological thinking) against
unreserved acceptance of the. Common School, so it promoted
vigorously its congregational schoolse

Other Norwegian

Lutheran synods determined that their new congregations
being established in North America should have the religious
training of Norway foremost and alongside the common educa-

,.
.
11
t. ion
o f Americans.
The second controversy was theological, spreading
from the Missouri Synod in the 1870s, to the Norwegian
synods in the 1880s, causing rifts and realignments of professors, pastors and congregations.
on the Two Forms of Election:

The debate expounded

the. nature of Grace.

The

First Fo:rm was taught in Germany which says no soul can do
anything about receiving salvation..--God in Je,5us thrusts
grace on the soul in spite. of itself.

This was not offici ...

al in Norway which accepted the second Form:
the minutest consent in its salvation~

the soul has

A Danish bishop,

Erik Pontoppidan, had written the Se.cond Form in his
S.anhed til Gudfryktighed (Trut!]- unto Godlinesst, his
Explanation of Luther's Small Catechism which was used in
the Religionsskole..

Most Norwegians accepted Pontoppidan

and re.sisted the Missouri Germans insisting upon its rejection..

Some Norwegian-American churchmen agreed with

Missouri, and nearly eve.ry congre.gation argued to depart
from a First Form synod and reform into Second Form

11
denominations..

The reformers published new editions of

Pontopiddan and continued the argument in the 1910s.

12

Although Pontoppidan's Truth unto Godliness and its
revised versions was central in the ReTigionsskole the
schools were not torn by the controversy"

In split congre-

ga tions the ch.il dren st i.11 attended one school; the adults
left well enough alone ..

In the study of a hundred and

seventy-one North Dakota congregations only one expressed
reservations about sharing a Religionsskole with a First
Form parish..

The reservation was overruled.

Expl.anations

by other authors from Norway and Minneapolis went into the
schools ..

13

The. Religionskoler were neutral about the adult controversies which shook American Lutheranism.

The elders

had too much respect for the need to educate th.e young in
the basic Christian truths to disrupt their schDoling.
Congregational officials were careful not to mention any
doctrinal controversies in these classes.

They carried on

untroubled.,
The two controversies, th.e. public schools and the
nature of grace, reshaped Norwegian-American Lutheranism
into five synods (denominations)_ by 1900

e

The most stal-

wart was the 1853 Synod of the Norwegian Evangelical
Lutheran Church, popularly known as the Norwegian Synod,
or as The Sy?od.

This Synod cleaved to the ritual and

policy of the state Church of Norway"

It always remained

12
conservative; when its leaders followed the Missouri Synod
it lo st members ..
In 1890 three small synods and the dissenters from
the Norwegian Synod merged into the United Norwegian
Lutheran Church, popularly known as the United Church ..
This Church was more moderate thati the Synod, such as accepting Pontoppidan • s Second Form, yet i t was not "evangelical" enough for the Hauge• s Synod..

Reorganized in 1876,

the Hauge •·s Synod was. tlie direct heir of lay evangelism in
the person of Hans Nielson Hauge
influential lay preacher

(1776-18241, Norway's most

uHis'' American synod was low-

church and the most informal of the Norwegian bodies,.
By 189 7 a fourth body was formed out of the United
Church in the name of •1 Fre.e°

Cautonomous)__ congregations and

for Augsburg College and Seminary .i:n Minneapolis,,
colle.ge was losing support in the United Church..

The
The new

Lutheran Free Church would remain aloof from mergers until 1963 ..

The last and fifth noteworthy synod was the

19_00 Church of the Lutheran Brethern which believed in
strict discipline of committed Christians..

The Brethren

had fourteen congregations in 1916 in North Dakota.
In 1917, after the theologians agreed to accept both
Forms of Election, and re-Solved other matters, The Norwe.gian Synod, The United Church and Hauge's Synod merged
to form the- Norwe_g ian Luther an Church in Arner i ca (NELC )_,
the. dominant Norwegian-American synod..

In North Dakota

13
the new synod gathered 692 congregations compared to the
108 for the Free Church.

14

After 1917 NELC parishes shared Norsk Skoler with Free
Churches.

Polity would not disrupt the Rel_igionsskole for

all children .

Figure 1. NORTH DAKOTA CONGREGATIONS RESEARCHED FOR RELIGIONSSKOLER
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CHAPTER III
DEFINING AND ESTABLISHING THE NORSK RELIGIONSSKOLE
The study of 171 North Dakota short-term parochial
schools began with the micro£ ilrned minutes of the parish
meetings in the American Lutheran Church Records.
microfilm reels begin with the oldest settled

The

(and churched)

county, Richland, proceeded north to blanket the Red River
Valley to Pembina County, then left-faced and marched west
through Cavalier County and paused at Divide, basically
the last settled county..

Henceforth the reels spread over

North Dakota, though there are no minutes in the Southwest
across the Missouri.

Between Richland the the Missouri,

the South Central Region, the minutes are infrequent.

Af-

ter Divide the author chose to study nine congregations in
the Devils Lake region, the. three counties of Benson,
Ramsey and Nelson.
After 126 congregational minutes were perused, the
author reviewed forty-one histories

(short accountsl

previously studied from the Women's Missionary Federation
Records.

Fifteen histories matched reeled congregations

with duplicated or new information.
histories added information..
15

Thirty-six "new"

The third source was

16

forty-three congregational pamphlets, often anniversary
brochures, three of which the author possesses..
brochures matched old records.

Seven

In all, 210 sources covered

171 churches with norsk relig_ionssko_ler..

Figure 1

(page

14)_ shows the sites churches with minutes, histories and
pamphlets ..

This map resemb.les the illustration on page

187 in Plains Folk:

North Dakota rs Ethnic H_istory, which

shows the lands Norwegian immigrants purchased as of 1914 ..
So th_ence their churches and short-term schools were
planted.

14

These schools had many names.

Menighetss_kole

(Congregation's School} as first defined by the Norwegian
Synod

implied a full-fledged parochial school equal to

tbe Norwegian public school.

This could mean subjects

such as mathematics, English., history, and geography.
Such a sys tern was unacceptable to most Norwegian-Americans,
but they kept the term informally and continued to sponsor
schools.

Many parishe-S in North Dakota mentioned

Menighetsskole in their annual meetings.

One pastor told

his congregation rather severely that its school was not a
Menighetsskole.

On the other a congregation's constitu-

tion would specify that a Menighetsskole must be established, using the informal meaning.
.
,,.
1 Y~
wegians
use d t h e term sparing

Ornsgangsskole

North Dakota Nor-

16

(Itinerant School)_ has never described

any North Dakota school.

17
Regnskole (Mathematics School) described by isolated
congrega t.ions which needed the education before the public
schools arrived ..

17

Samfundsskole

(Community School)_ is a favorite term of

o .. M., Norlie in his 1916 questionnaire to all North American Norwegian Lutheran congregations ..

in which each parish donated fundsn
was Menighetsskole.

I

It was a category
(The other category

As s·amfund could also mean synodical,

and Samfundssk_ole meaning a college of higher education,
thi·s term would .imply the channeling of synodical education
funds..

It only appeared twice in North Dakota records*

The congregational records called the support of church
.
.
, 18
colle.ges professor1¢n (professor's salaryt ..
Hvertdags skole

(Everyday School)_ was used in three

congregations in North Dakota.
changeable. with Religionsskole..

A few times i t was inter...Basically it was school

in the 1920s and 1930s more in tune to Sunday School than
to Religionsskole.
Uges skole

(Weekly School}_ could mean me.eting five

times a week or once for an evening.

It was mentioned only

f·n five congregations in North Dakota,.
Faelleskole (Joint School)_ in American Norwegian meant
two or more adjacent congregations consolidating their
Religionsskoler in to one.
lines..

This could cross synodical

In modern Norway faelle:Skole means co-educational.

18
(In America all congregational schools were co.,...educational.)
Religionsskole {_Religious School) was the most used
term in North America.

It meant the four-to-eight weeks

school where children learned the basics of faith and
norskhet--Norwegiannes s.
Norsk Skole. (Norweqian School)_ was where the language
was spoken and taught.
as Norsk Religionsskole.

For emphasis people referred to it
While it was not universal in

church minutes it was adopted by non-Norwegians and understood by everybody.
Somrnerskole

(:Summer School)_ was the least satisfying

term--only three in North. Dakota records.

It was noted to

quickly determine the season Religionsskole would be held,
and hardly ever to describe i t year by year.
There was no term for school held in the winter, but
at least four schools were held in the winter (and eight
in early spring, ten in late fall}_.
Parochial School always meant the Religionsskole conducted in English and neve.r a grades one-through-twelve
system.
Bible School, Vacation Bible School, describes the
e.ight..-to-ten days' school common in many denominations
s.ince the 1920s.

Sometimes when people wrote in English

describing norsk skole when Norwegian prevailed they said
"Bible School, 0 slipping into the current venacular.

In
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Norwegian script "Bibel skole 11 referred to larger schools
such as the Lutheran Bib le :tnsti tutes.
Despite the importance that North Dakota Lutherans
attached to norsk skoler they generally did not organize
them inunediately after their congregations began.

Six

Ladies Aid societies in the West were organized for the
sole purpose of funding "Norwegian Schools.

u

proud exception ..

11

Except for the ambitious

They were the
Synod 11 congrega-

tions, most parishes took their time to manage schools with
the election of school committeese

In the Red River Valley

the average interval between a congregation's commencement
and its school was under eight years.

In the northern tier

counties the interval was over ei-ght years ..
Lake region it was ten years.

In the Devils

The state average was nearly

eight years.
This could be misleading.

Both Mrs. Olaf Overland and

Orville Bakken said their religions·skoler were affairs of
parents within parishes but independent of congregational
control.
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Perhaps at the end of the initial intervals

the congregations assumed direction~
Thirteen schools had false starts and never survived
a year.

By this is meant that the idea of relgionsskole

was discussed at least once by a pastor or another in a
meeting_

If the subject was never brought up again the

school had a false start.

Sometimes a school committee

was elected, but if it never reported, it was a false

20
start.

Six were in the Red River Valley--perhaps nearby

congregations had schools to which the children went.
Seven were in the West--perhaps funds were unavailable ..
No reason was given in these thirteen congregations as to
why their schools were not established ..
Four religionsskoler were formally begun in the 1870s:
Norman, Kindred, 1876; Nora, Gardner, 1977; St. Olaf,
Hillsboro, 1878, and Syde Wild Rice, Galchutt, 1879.

Most

Red River Valley schools started during the 1880s; the
northern tier and Devils Lake region during 1890-1910.
In this study of the schools a "span" meant the length
of time between the first year a school committee started
and the last year such committee functioned.

The periods

of years when committees functioned and schools ran without
a break are "tenures."

In other words, many schools had

tenures and breaks within their spans ..
In the Red River Valley the average span was thirty
years..

In the northern tier the average was eighteen

years.

In the Devils Lake region it was twenty-seven

years ..

The state average was twenty-five years for spans.

Tenures were not averaged:
four years.

too many were one, two,

Those schools whose tenures were nearly as

long as their spans, with the fewest breaks had the most
successful norsk skoler.

The two outstanding congregations

in the state are St. John's in Hatton and Goose River,
rural Hatton ..

Their spans and tenures were identical,
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sixty-five and sixty-six years respectively.

Their skoler

became Vacation Bible. Schools without a break.

Most

parishes seemed to have breaks between relig}o:nsskoler and
20
Bible Schools.
On the whole, school spans after the initial intervals
kept pace with their congregationst origins.

Eastern

schools were running in the 1880s; western schools between
1900 and 1910.

A statewide pattern of breaks was during

World War One.

Because Spanish influenza struck, almost

every congregation postponed their annual meetings over
the winter of 1918-1919.
1920s breaks were common.

During the hard times of the late
The Great Depression by 1933

terminated many spans simply for the lack of funds to pay
the teachers.

By 1942 most parochial schools were replaced

by Vacation Bible Schools.
"Terms" are the lengths of the school sessions themselves, from the first day of class to the last..

From the

126 records the overwhelming average term lasted from six
to eight weeks and was held between May and September.
A few terms went three months, and a few began with two
weeks ..
School committee reports to the congregation could be
confusing if they were too brief.,

Statements such as "We

had six months of religion school this year 11 could be
interpreted as "We had a term of six months

*

•

"instead

of th.e actual "We had three terms totaling six months .,

II
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Only the nine Lutheran academies (.noted elsewhere) had
terms more than four months.

21

Most congregations ran two terms consecutively at
different locations taught by the same laerer

e

If they ran

six weeks apiece the report would state that three months
of school were held.

One location may be at the church,

if it was built and had enough room; or it would be held
somewhere in "town," near the post office,,

Prairie farmers

invariably described any three-house, one-church hamlet as
"town."

The first term was held in the largest private

farmhouse available ..

The homeowner believed he showed

Christian stewardship by allowing tha class in his livingroom.

Sometimes the lae:rer would board with him.

In two

winter schools the pupils slept in their "classroom" for
the term.
Another location would be the one-room public schoolhouse, leased for a norni.nal fee by the public school board
or given space for free.,

Since in many immigrant communi-

ties the same people were both Lutheran parishioners and
public-school taxpayers, there were few objections for
22
.
.
.
b u1•· ld ings.
.
church
schools in
p ub 1 1c

Each location would

be in a distrikt, which conformed to the parish lines

(by

deacons or trustees)_ or to the local public school district, which was apt since many norsk skoler were held in
public schoolhouses.
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Over each district was a member of the congregation's
school committee, commission, board or raad ..
different titles:

direkt¢r, forstander

(manager}, tilsyns-

mand (inspector), konunisjoner and opsundsntan
one parish he was a

0

principal ..

0

He went by

(:warden)..

In

The director secured the

site for his school, set the time of its term and saw that
it was in session.

Some parish bylaws directed the

forstander to visit the skole to observe if the laerer was
properly teaching~

Only one congregation stated that its

schools were to oe inspected..

Sometimes the director (or

the committee)_ hired the teacher ..

The director arranged

the teacher's room and board at sundry homes and acquired
classroom supplies and textbooks~
Directors were often responsible for raising the
funds to pay the salary Cl¢n )_ of the la.erer ~

Some parishes

gave the fiscal responsibilities to an in·samlingskomite
(.collection committee)__ or a ligningskomite (assessment
committee)..

The most popular method was by subskYibsjon,

whereby each parishioner promised a sum of one to five
dollars to be paid by a certain date~

Another method was

assessing ea.ch family for each child it sent.

Assessments

ran from twenty..-five cents to five dollars per child*
Committees knew that if neither subscription nor assessment raised the salary the school would not be held.

Be-

fore the 1920s congregations paid their laerer as
punctually as they paid pastors.

It was a point of honor

24

to pay teachers:

if the funds could not be raised,

religionsskole would be cancelled.

Like many secular or-

ganizations money dominated reports and debates..
methods remained if the subscription was short:

Three
a free-

will donation given at hom.e or offering in church, the
congre.gation would pay the balance of the salary out of
its treasury, or the women's organization, the Ladies Aid,
would assume all responsibility ..
If children of non-members attended, their parents
were assessed a higher rate ..

Some towns saw the norsk
In Minot a non-Norwegian

skole as a community service

businessman contributed to a fund

m

The congregations paid the teachers by the month.

In

the 1880s the s~lary was ten to fifteen dollars; in the
189-0s it was twenty to twenty.,..f.ive, in the early 1900s i t
was twenty-five to thirty; in the 1910s, thirty-five to
forty; in the 1920s-30s, forty-five to fifty.
teacher paid for his own room and board

If the

(usually staying

i"n town) another five to ten dollars were added per month~
Large churches in towns paid a.t par; rural parishes paid
more to include transportation.

North Prairie Lutheran

Church, Velva, paid sixty dollars a month in the 1920s~
If one laerer taught more than two district schools, he
could become the second-best paid employee of the congregation without being klokker

~

St.. Paul's Lutheran Church of

l

I
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Honeyford paid its laerer ten dollars a week

Churches re-

minded its members that laerere should be paid a dollar a
class day ..
Teache.rs expert in music were in highest demand and
were paid extra or enj'oyed amenities..

One such laerer was

John Evjen who, without piano and organ, inspired his class
at Sheyenne Lutheran Church, Pekin, in 1892 and 1896.

Evjen

played his coronet for class and congregation, and conducted the first choir.

Music superseded other studies.

When pianos and organs were installed in churches the office
of klokker became defunct and Lutheran choirs became proficient ..
Many school cornmi ttees made up of directors were absorbed by boards of trustees and deacons.

If money was the

greate.st concern, the trustees, who were responsible for
churc~property and finances, acquired the school subscript ion list ..

If the concern was otherwise, the deacons

supervised the schools ..

Sometimes parents organized them-

selves to manage the school; sometimes a small congregation
took direct control.
The pastor was often an ex-officio or elected member
of the school commit tee.

In the organization of some con-

gregations pastors first hired laerere and managed ~~oler.
Then, as the congregation grew stronger, he designated
duties to school directors.

Sometimes he was elected

preside.nt of the committee and undertook major
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responsibilities.

In troubled times the pastor was sole

member of the committee:
circle.

the work had gone the full

If necessary he taught.

Most rural parishes had one or more districts.

Town

skoler subdivided into sections with their own teachers.
Town terms were probably taught simultaneously while the
rural districts were taught consecutively.

Large parishes

chose a superinte-ndent or dean over classes ..
Some congregations unable or unwilling to support
schools sent their children to adjacent parishes' schools.
Two or more congregations served by one pastor, a parish,
would unify their schools into a faelleskole

(Joint School)_ ..

Most committee reports neglected to mention attendance.
From the few records submitted it seems the minimum class
number was six, affordable in large school systems ..

A

good-sized class would be twenty-two; one class, in
Abercrombie, had forty-five.
Jn most parishes the, teacher moved from one private
home, to another every few days~

Teachers could observe

their pupils in their homes and understand their relations
to their pare_nts, to whom the teachers could also relate ..
In some congregations teachers stayed in one home, but
ate me a.ls with dif fere.nt families~
Often a teacher would teach a term and then move to
other districts in the same parish..

Some laer~~ managed

to teach in two or more parishes so his successive schools

27

would render him full time employment, as it seemed to have
been practiced in Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin from about
1866 to 1880.

23

In North Dakota the busiest professional

Skolelaerer was John Gloppen who taught religion for the
very young in Bruflat Academy from 1889 to 1900

24

When

the Academy terms were over Gloppen went to congregations
not associated with Bruflat in western Traill County and
taught religions5kole all year
ing to about 1915.

a

Gloppen was sti 11 teach-

Walsh and Pembina counties had three

busy Skolelae.rere during the 1880s *

Professional Skole-

laerere did not seem to teach in other parts of North ·
Dakota.

CHAPTER IV
STUDYING IN THE NORSK RELIGIONSSKOLE; THE TEACHERS
Most directors chose their teachers with care.

Con-

gregations insisted that the teacher must be a professed
Christian..

Some congregations formally elected their

teachers as parish officials..

Some veteran teachers car-

ried letters of recommendation testifying to their competence in the subjec:ts, ability to work with children, and
an abiding love of the Lord.

In the twentieth century

three small church .colleges in North Dakota offered courses
and certification in parochial school teaching~

Gradu-

ally the laerere began to be recruited from within the con-

.
gregation,
as Sun d ay Sc h oo 1 teachers were.

25

Some congregations erected or bought buildings, old
schoolhouses or warehouses, for norsk sko1e which also
would be used by the Ladies Aid and the congregation for
many purposes.

A Northwood Ladies Aid society built a room

unto the church for its schoolw
ments were utilized.

Gradually, church base-

Public schools and, in remote dis-

tricts, private homes continued to be sites for many
s.chools.

26

A school day would begin with devotions, hymn singing, and then to the books..

If there was a wide range of

28
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ages, the teacher would attend to the students as one-room
public schools were manage.a.

If the pupils were mainly in

the same age group the subjects were handled consecutively.
At the end of the day, late afternoon or noon, a hymn or
a final prayer would conclude school.
The most complete records found for a North Dakota
skole comes from Immanuel. Lutheran Church, Esmond, in
Benson County ..

Between 1911 and 1939 almost every laerer

and laerinde (woman teacheri graphed every hour of teaching
with notes on every student..
for 1911 to 1918.
record ..

Financial records were kept

This chapter relies heavily upon that
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From the overall expectations of laerere in church
minutes to select writings of 1909' Immanuel's reliqionsskole seems typical of what norsk skole meant.

lrilhen

Immanuel embraced the English language in class other
schools were accepting English.

When Immanuel adopted

other changes other schools were likewise adjusting.

For

many people Immanuel's reli'gionsskole would seem commonplace ..
In 1911 norsk skole was held at Immanuel between
May 1 and June 21, over seven weeks..

Twenty-three chil-

dren between the ages of six and twelve attended ..

A few

years later a student stayed to the age of sixteen,.
Judging from other accounts, this is a typical district
school, managed as one class..

Nine boys and fourteen
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girls came from large families, only three had no siblings
or cousins ..

Twelve Tosos came from three nuclear families.

These Tosos attended school until 1929, them in 1933 more
Tosos attended until in 1939 one Toso was left.
Two students were enrolled for twelve days, six more
for twenty days, and fifteen for forty days..

The number

of days absent and present were tallied--solemn business.
With a few exceptions teachers held religionsskole under
strict discipline, relaxing only for recess.
Other columns for checkmarks were for studies in
Forklaring (Explanation of the Catechism)_, Katekismus,
Bibelhistorie, Salmevers

(Hymn verses memorized}_, Laesning

(Readings in ABC, Ah-Bah-Seh)., Stavnihg (Spelling NorwegianL, Afskrift (Writing from readings L Diktat (Writing from
an oral discourse), and Testament (Memorizing verses from
the New Testament) ..
The widest column was the space for teacher•s commentary on each student:

This one mastered her ABC to

page 33; that one mastered his to page 38; this one had
aptitude for Bible verse memorization; that one struggled
with the Catechism.
The page following the commentaries listed nine
hymns memorized by heart followed by nine hymn-tunes
learned ..

Two hymn-tunes were left unlearned.

Christian songs were learned; two in Englisho
summed up the 1911 school.

Six
Four pages
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The 1912 school also ran for seven weeks from June
to August; twenty-nine students enrolled.

In 1913 another

laererinde follows the basic studies with thirty-one stu~
dents..

In 1914 has thirty-seven students memorizing more
1

hymns, two in English, one which is the beloved
holy, holy .. "

The years roll by.

'Holy,

The conunentaries noted

that students are not mastering their Norwegian ABCs as
they ought.

More hymns are memorized ..

names were "American."

More attention was given to

memorizing New Testament verses.
hymns are memorized ..

By 1916 most first

Some years no English

In 1918 the laererende listed each

-

'

student• s favorite hymn that had been memorized.
In 1919 a daily schedule was followed:

9:00 a~m .. ,

ten students participating in the Opening; 9:10, ABC I;
9: 20, AB.C II; 9: 35, fifteen students participating in
Katekismus I; 9:45, Reading the Explanation; 10:05, twentyfive students have the. Explanation,

rand II; 10:30, Re-

cess; 10: 45, ABC I; 10: 55 ABC IT; 11: 10, Explanation III;
11:25, Bible Reading I; 11:50, Spelling~ 12:00 p.m. Dinner~
1:00 Spelling; 1:10, ABC I; 1:20, ABC II; 1:35, Bible
reading; 1:45, Katekisrnus II; 2:05, Testament;
cess; 2:45, ABC I; 2:55, ABC IJ;

2:30, Re-

3:0.5, Reading; 3:25,

Bible Reading II; 3:35, Hymns and Songs;

4:00 Closing~

Accordingly, the class had only twenty-five minutes
to learn hymns.

Unless the class practiced after hours,

th~s period seems insufficient to master hymns at the end
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of the course.

This was a full schedule that resembled

the program that Selme Hilde, Orville Bakken and Guy
Thorson taught, yet some other schools met half-days as
Prudence Pederson mentioned. 28
In 1920 the basic subjects remained; the entire class
memorized in chorus:

the 23rd Ps.alm, the Apostle I s Creed,

and passages from the Gospels of Matthew, Mark and John.
In 1921 the class had shrunk to fifteen; some students were using

11

Graded System" texts..

During the 1920s

the class became a speaking choir memorizing the same
Gospel passages, Psalm and Creed

By 1922 the term was

down to twenty-eight days, four weeks with most students
committed for three week.s or less; half the class had done
extensive work in the Gospel of Luke..

The laererirtde of

1925 took pride in all the Bible verses memorized.
In 1925 the Parochial School class and records are
in English.

The surviving rtorskhet was memorizing the

Katekismus.

All the hymns were in English, which seems to

be a rather abrupt change.
have bee.n retained.

A few Norwegian hymns could

Extensive memory work continued with

more prayers to learn.
In 1926 another schedule in English was followed ..
The class sti 11 met from nine to four with the. same subjects in slightly different patterns.

The Norwegian

Ah-Bah-Sehs are replaced with Bible History (one segment
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was the Parables of Jesus)_, Church History, and the Life
of Luther.

Arithmetic seems not to have been a subject in

this school ..
By 1930 the class was down to seventeen ..
schedule was maintained.

In 1931 there was a section of

Confirmands for Explanation i .
books we.re used ..

The

By 1935 Sunday School text-

Confirmation work interspersed with

Sunday School classes ..

There. was less memory work~

The

Parochial School had become the extension of weekend
Christian education..

In twenty-eight years there was one

laerer to six laererinder ..

In 1939 the last Parochial

School at Esmond was held with much of the rigors of the
old school ..
Contrary to the conviction of some that religionsskole
was mainly a vehicle for norskhet and incidently for religion, this Immanuel schedule confirms that religion was
its main purpose and that students took de.light in it.
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The teachers'· comments tell that while one or two students
were slow to grasp th.e Ah-Bah-Sehs all the rest worked
hard at memorization, to learn some things that would
linger a lifetime.

Music was important ..

Sometimes the

teacher was the klokker, who taught hymns for hourso
People had mastered all the stanzas to many hymns and
could sing every one when they were in their eighties.
Whether alumni remained devout or jaundiced they remained
proud of their learning.
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Young students read their Bible Stories as Bible History (usually Henrik Vogt' s)_, struggled with Norwegian
grarmnar, read in Nordahl Rolfsen editions of excerpts of
Norwegian writings, memorized Luther's Small Catechism
and studied an Explanation of the Catechism.

Hauge's Synod

students drilled on Pontoppidan' s Explanation.

The

Lutheran Free Church had Johan Sverdrup's Explanation.,
Norwegian Synod had its texts.

The

All synods purchased school-

books from Norway as well as from Norwegian...:American publishers ..
Textbooks were vitaL
listed the books for school..

Some parish constitutions.
Congregations in annual meet-

ings would order certain titles.

The older students would

have additional Bible study and doctrine, Church History,
writing and readings in Norwegian literature
Kirkeberg' s or Lokke ngard' s Reading Book)_~
offered advanced mathematics and geography.

(Throndsen' s
Some schools
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Most norsk skoler ended their terms with a festival,
the skolefest.

It was held at the schoolhouse, or the

church, or at the largest private yard.

All schools in

the parish or combined parishes would gather for one fest,
eating peanuts, candy or ice cream and drinking lemonade.
Attending parents and parishioners would make this picnic
an important event..

Students declaimed what they had

learned, recited Bible passages and sang hymns from
memory~

In Williams County many feasts were held on the

1
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Fourth of July.

Indeed, the congregations admonished the

teachers to begin school quickly so the terms would be
over by the Fourth.

During such fest the Ladies Aid so-

cieties had a sale (for next year's schooli and other activities..

Tf evening fireworks ended the program then this

combination of religious and national rejoicing was a
31
.
.
power f u 1 h o 1 y d ay once upon a t i:me
on th e p 1 a1ns
~
The children looked forward to the skolefest..

Tn the

early 1890s Gessine Thingelstad, barely ten years old,
wrote an essay on one held near Northwood~

She was

pleased because three schools participated, because a
renowned storyteller told stories,, because the students
sang and declaimed in chorus.
afternoon.

The fest lasted the entire
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Some skolefest had certificate ceremonies and some
did not.

Guy Thorson said students at Hatton received cer-

tificates:

second-year students received the same cer-

tificate with a larger seal;
had an even larger seal..
tificates..

likewise third-year students

Selmer Hilde did not issue cer-

After 1917 these certificates would have been

available from Augsburg Publishing House, optional from
norsk skole to norsk skole ..
Teachers might issue "report cards," karakterseddel-grade notes..

Selmer Hilde issued a two-sided detailed

seddel; Gens Lillehaugen issued a one-sided seddeL

Both

notes showed grades for reliSJionsskole subjects and for

l
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flid

(industry} and opf¢rsel

i

(conduct)_..

Some laerere did

not use such report cards but wrote to the fathers about
their children's industry, conduct and days attended..

An

added sentence or two about a child gave these letters the
human touch, such as the one J. Mattson wrote to Hans
Thingelstad on August 4, 1896, about his four children at
Washington, Northfield.
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Some congregations also required the lae:rere to report
at the annual meetings.

This would be feasible if the

teachers came from the congregation or nearby.

If they

came from afar they would not wait for the. annual meetings ..
Some did report at special meetings ..

Directors and chair-

men of religionsskole committees did most of the reporting.

By the 1930s wome.n reported for the Sunday School,

the religionsskole or the Ladies Aid society ..
Since a primary aim of religion·sskole was to prepare
children for confirmation, most congregations were content
to have their children adequately prepared for it.

Pas-

tors had taught confirmation classes exclusively yet
Immanuel at Esmond had a confirmand section ..

Once con-

finned a child was con side red past religions skole, though
some recently confirmed returned for more norsk skole ..
Some schools welcomed both. children and adults..
skoler
-----

Some large

invited adults to learn, to attend rallies with

evangelists, and evoked an atmosphere that can only be
compared to contemporary Lut h eran Bi'"bl e Camps .. 34

l
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Every year the n:orsk skole at Esmond had to be funded
within the congregation as Immanuel's finances from 1911 to
1918 reveal.,

The 1911 drive began with a balance of

twenty-two dollars ..

Three directors from three districts

had collected from fifteen fathers.
eight dollars was collected

Altogether seventy-

Two Toso fathers gave and a

third collected.
Expenses were:

seventy dollars to Miss Dagny Olson,

which was ten dollars a week teaching; a bag of lemons
cost ninety cents and sugar cost fifty cents for skolefest
lemonade;

Seventy plus one dollar and forty cents is

seventy-one dollars and forty cents.

Seventy-eight col-

lected dollars minus' seventy-one and forty cents leaves a
forward balance of six dollars and sixty cents~

Five to

six dollars was a healthy balance for most skoler.
In 19.12 new directors gather from more fathers, paying again seventy dollars to Miss Eline Solum, no lemons
and sugar, and a balance of five-sixty~

In 1913 more

fathers pay less (half-dollars and onesl but the unchanging
salary and modest balance is achieved.

The method appears

to be assessment so just enough funds are gathered.

In

1918 the salary rose to eighty dollars and some fathers
are paying eight dol.lars directly to the parish treasurer ..
Here ended the finance book, a simple account of income
and expenses to keep the norsk skole functioning ..

,.
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Throughout the minutes in the American Lutheran Church
Records are yearly financial statements made at annual
meetings..

Some statements are more, others less, elabor-

ate, but many mark steady progress.

Some schools were

always in trouble, and many died for lack of funds, even if
it were low as fifty cents wanting.,

In that instance, with

no laerer coming the congregation absorbed the balance to
help its own shaky affairs ..
Even after the year 1900, when English was gaining and
communities were becoming more Americanized, newly established immigrant congregations began norsk religionsskoler
and insisted that the old language be spoken~

As late as

1929 Norwegian was still spoken in a few schools ..
189 Os more women were teaching ..

In one parish the pastor's

wife and her two daughte_rs taught.
and teenagers..
year round:

By the

Some were housewives

Some were public school teachers who taught

so many months to engeTsk skole, so many to

norsk r:eligionsskole,, teaching both schools in the public
schoolhouse ..

Some children grew up to teach norsk skole

.
t o t h e~r
younger sr'bl''ings. 35

Ordinarily, pastors did not teach rel_igions.skole.
The,ir prime educational respons.ibility was confirmation.
The lower courses were best left to the professional
skolelaerer..

vfuen those professionals were in short supply

in North Dakota the pastors turned to theological semi-:
naries for qualified laerere..

The seminarians came to
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teach.

The brightest minds, the best the Norwegians had to

offer reached North Dakota.

In the parishes they were

respectfully addressed as "Student .. "

National church

leaders of the 19 lOs were Relfgionsskol_elaerere in the
1880s ..

When the seminaries ran short, the church colleges

sent their students ..

Many young men had their pastoral

calls firmed up while teaching norsk skole ..

They later

went on to seminary and the ministry, or to teach at higher
levels ..
Demand exceeded supply and educated men directly from
Norway and second generation folk were pressed into service..

These staunch laymen could be physicians, lawyers,

businessmen and blue collar workers .. · At times their need
for money exceeded their ability and dedication but they
taught diligently nevertheless~
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In a hundred and seventy-two records only one parish
moved to dismiss a laerer.

Park Center Dundee in 1905

found that th~s man, who ~as also the klokker, neglected
teaching his first district term ..

In a special meeting

the congregation dismissed him as laerer, and retained him
as klokker to the end of his contract.

The second district

director found a substitute for his school, but the third
district director had to cancel his term.
Pastors, who were generally asked to write for laerere,
eve.ntually encouraged the directors to seek teachers within
the congregation.

Assorted directors and parish secretaries
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became teachers..

By 1890 women were hired.

They were

wives of pastors, college graduates, and they were competent..

Graduates of religionsskoler succeeded the old

teachers; a different tradition was developing, something
that was more American than Norwegian..

Parochial school

was becoming a lay movement.
Yet situations arose when neither competent nor willing lay people were able to teach norsk skole.

The pastors

taught the children.

Only ten pastors stepped in to keep

the schools running..

Most pastors pleaded in annual meet-

ings for the cause..
job themselves.

In ten situations they had to do the

The :minutes and histories are lucid:

the

pastors taught out of love for the children and concern
over their spiritual welfare .
Three pastors took on these extra duties to the detriment of their health--they had to abandon teaching ..

A

fourth pastor was the noted Torjus Sondre Reishus, whose
family and he have made a lasting mark in Minot.
wanted to give his parish a thorough education.

He
In 1892,

January and February, Reishus taught not only religionsskole subjects but math, science and history ..

He was about

to become a one-man academy when he decided not to teach,
but to attend to his parish .

After a year 1 s break a

school committee was established to manage a regular
norsk skole ..
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Of the ten teaching pastors one taught parochial
school the longest.

Pastor Oliver N. Seim at First

Lutheran Church, Bottineau, believed fervently in the
school's place in Christendom ..

When the committee went de-

funct in 1927 Pastor Seim taught the parish children on his
own time..

People respected him for his work.

Neverthe-

less, after ten years Pastor Seim moved,, and his parochial
school died in 1937 ..
Two pastors did become one-man academies~

Starting

with the norsk religionsskole concept, they developed boarding high schools, which are beyond the scope of this paper .
A note will do.

Pastor Bjug A. Harstad came to Mayville-

Portland in 1874 and founded a dozen parishes~

In 1878-

1880 he conducted Franklin School with two other teachers
and saw 110 students..

From 1880.-1889 Harstad ran Gran

Boarding School with two different teachers and saw 600
students ..

At Portland Harstad saw opportunity and estab-

lished Bruflat Aoaderny..

It ran from 1889 to 191.8, had

three buildings, maybe five teachers, and enrolled 2,534
students..

In Devils Lake Pastor Ole H~ Aaberg opened and

clos.ed Aaberg Academy (1888-190.3)_ with two teachers and
saw 224 students ..

It was a junior high school that ended

when Aaberg moved on and public schools moved in.
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CHAPTER V
SUPPORT AND NEGLECT FROM THE NATIONAL LEVEL;
THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE RELIGIONSSKOLE
For sixty years the Norwegian Synod promoted Religionsskole.

A Skolelaerer meeting was held on June 28, 1859, in

Coon Prairie, Wisconsin.
bated the Common

The Norwegian Synod teachers de-

(Public}_ School and brought up the concept

of district schools--holding Religionsskole in public
schoolhouses..

The next year another Skolelaerer meeting

met in Luther Valley, Wisconsin ..

This discussion linked

Omgangskoler

(Itinerant Schools)_ to Norsk Rel_igion5skoler

in America.

Then the is sue of building a "real" parochial

school system resumed again and the Re1igionsskole was
orphaned..

In a separate statement to a church periodical

the president of the Synod declared that teachers would
continue to do their holy cal ling in this foreign land,.
He encouraged others to become teachers ..
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In 1904 Professor o . E. Brandt presented a scholarly
treatise, Menighedsskolen i Guds Ords og Historiens_ Lys
(Congregational Schools in God's Word and in the Light of
History) •

It discussed religionsskole in depth..

doubted the wisdom of having Sunday School..
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Brandt

He believed
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the best education begins with religionsskole where the
basics of the Christian faith were taught..

The congrega-

tion must always be responsible for the quality of education for its young people to be- ready for higher education ..
This treatise was quoted and paraphrased for many years ..
An anonymous article from Norway,

Innvandrerbarn i Midvesten
0-1910
--------------------=-..---~--

11
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"Skole for Norske
(School for Norwegian

Immigrant Children in the Midwest, 1840-1890")_ confirmed
that it was the Norwegian Synod that developed the idea that
there should be a re ligionsskole in every public school
district and that the local Lutheran church should have
control over the religionsskole ..
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At the beginning of the twentieth century national
synodical officials, ministers and educators still believed in the Norsk Religions"skole..

In the year 19 09 ar-

ticles in praise of religionsskole were published in
synodical periodicals.

Lutheraneren, of the United Church,

ran a column every other issue called "Hjem og Skoleu
(Borne and School)..

Its authors were professors, speaking

to the young people in half sermon, half pep talk, about
studying the Faith, the Bible, at home and school.

In

1909 "Hjem og Skole" devoted six articles to religionsskole:

They echoed

o.

E. Brandt in praise of the school,

of Biblical background and of the necessity of the school
today.

One article stated the importance of paying

teachers ..

Some columns discussed the proper textbooks ..
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A healthy religionsskole would bring blessings upon the
community as well as the church.
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From 1910 to 1917 three major synods prepared for merger and leaders were diverted from the issues of religionsskole as they strove to realign the church colleges and
seminaries of the new Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran
Church ..

A Board of Higher Education was first established

in 1918, but i t was not until 19 20 that a Board of Elementary Education was established to promote congregational
learning through Sunday School, religionsskole, and other
forms..

At first religionsskole was considered the key, but

gradually attention shifted to Sunday School:
skole received less attention..

religions-

Only in 1923 did the board

authorize certificates for religions skole teachers.
Nevertheless the board tried to help rel-igionsskole
by granting funds to needy congregations whose pastors
pleaded for assistance..
helping ..

One North Dakotan believed in

In May 1928, Halvor Johnson of Hannaford gave

five hundred dollars to support parochial schools anywhere~
The only grant to North Dakota was made in February 1930
to Pastor Edward Nordby of New England, who received
ninety dollars for three months in two districts.,

In

1936 the board authorized that parochial schools themselves could be certified.

This move was thirty years

tardy to legitimize the religionsskole-parochical
school ..
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By 1910 pastors and congregations, who were dissatisfied with the decreasing supply of competent Norsk
Religionsskolelaerere, asked synodical academies and colleges to provide training.

Even a son or daughter of the

congregation, after four or more years in norsk skole,
needed additional training, unless they were exceptionally
gifted.,

The new laerere would need to polish their

English, for nearly al.l Norwegian-American communities were
speaking the new language more and more.
The three major synods before 1917 had promoted Norsk
Religionsskoler diligently, but they had not established
advanced schools, or departments within the great church
colleges to train people to be the new Skolelaerer to succeed those staunch men so well known to the first generation.

Staunch men were about, but not all were deployed

throughout the land to be seasonable teachers in remote
corners.

They were entering tlie ministry, leaving for the

missions, advancing their studies in graduate schools.
Just as Norwegian-American Lutherans were increasing the
supply of willing, college-trained personnel, laerere were
decreasing.
Religiorisskole-Parochial School teachers, in order to
gain respect in the world, needed to be organized in their
own society or union.

The Norwegian Synod organized meet ....

ings for teachers, but these meetings soon discussed
higher education, college,5, rather than parish education.
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In North Dakota the Grand Forks Circuit of The United
Church organized a Lutheran Teachers society in 1896,

pas-

tors and laerere from Walsh, Steele and Nelson counties
with representatives from East Grand Forks, as well as
Grand Forks County.

It had a promising start, as the

laerere intended to standardize their courses.
records occurred.
spoke.

A break in

In 1908 Pastor O. L. Kirkeberg of Hoople

He had written textbooks for religionsskole--he

might have been remembered in the minutes had not another
pastor spoke on a controversy:

Lutheran parents sending

their chil.dren to Reformed (Presbyterian)_ Sunday Schools.
The basic evil was the children would not be learning
Luther's Small Catechism.

The re st of the meeting was a

working out of resolutions to meet the problem.
break in the records happened.

Again a

The third and last record

was a 1914 meeting which concluded that since religion
cannot be taught in public schools, it behooves good
people to elect good Lutheran men to public school boards ..
The Grand Forks Herald called this event a Sunday School
association meeting.

Apparently no other circuit at-

tempted a laerere society in North Dakota, which did not
strengthen the cause for the religionsskole-parochial
school.
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One factor which sustained the Norsk Religionsskole
was its norskhet, its Norwegianness~

Language is a strong
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emotional force mnong people, and Norwegian was no less
emotional for the first two generations of North Dakota
pioneers.

In norsk skole it was being preserved.

Duane R.

Lundberg, in a survey, found that Norwegian-American pastors relished their Norwegian heritage and believed that
heritage and language would strengthen ethnic awareness
which they believed was good for expression of the faith~
Though the survey did not mention religionsskole, it is
quite likely that this school was ideal in preserving langu.

age an d h eritage.
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Another way which ndrsJ<· skolE:, could promote norskhet
was in its skolefest ..

One year a teacher at Saron Lutheran,

Minot, wore a Norwegian national costume to the fest.

This

Miss Mary Eltum apparently interwove some old country
crafts in her parochial school-

Minot has retained a

strong interest in all things Norwegian ..
Such teachers were rare.
fication to show their ability.
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They may have needed certiMis$ E.ltum may have re-

ce.ived a parochial-school certificate from a small college..

As early as 19 09 the small Grand Forks College was

receiving requests for trained parochial-school teachers,
a fact mentioned in the 1910 catalogue.

For 1910 and 1911

this college offered an emergency certificate with substitute courses ..
In 1912 the Grand Forks College offered three-year
courses for a ucerti ficate of Recommendation" for these
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teachers.

By 1922 its successor, the Grand Forks Lutheran

Bible School offered this program:

Bible Study, 9 Credits;

Church Hi story, 3 Credi ts; Mission Hi story,

3 Credi ts;

Bible Doctrine, 4 Credits; Introduction to Bible, 2
Credits; Psychology, 2 Credits; Pedogagy-Art of Teaching,
1 Credit; Catechism, 1 Credit; Norse, 8 Credits,.
tives to 16 Credits:

Elec-

English Grammar, Spelling, Arith-

metic, Parliam.entary Law, Music, Perunanship, Geography.
As late as 192 9~ Oak Grove Seminary, now a Lutheran high
school in Fargo, offered certifiable courses for Parochial
School teachers ..
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North Dakota church schools offered certificates for
qualified parochial teachers~

The minutes of 126 congre-

gations do not indicate that the.y hired anyone with such
certificates.

Of course they may have, but certificates

did not impress recording secretaries.

The closest clue

that at least one teacher was certified was that one
congregation hired someone from Fergus Falls, Minnesota,
school of the Lutheran Brethren.

These

11

Certificates of

Recommendati.on° ought to have been initiated during the
1890s to insure many idealistic Norwegian-Americans that
teaching religionsskole was an honora5le course ..
After 1917 the fever of World War I vented public
pressure to hone national conformity:

children were re-

luctant to study Norwegian and speak it, their parents

rr
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became loathe to support long weeks of schooling.

Not un-

til the late 19 20s would interest resume in summer religious terms.
During the 1920s practically all norsk relfgionsskoler
converted to English and cal.led themselves parochial
schools.

rn North Dakota there was no regional pattern in

the transition from Norwegian in school, worship, or annual
meeting minutes ..
schools..

A few norsk skoler ,named themselves Bible

By the end of the 1930s when a term of te-n days

with textbooks that were also used in Sunday School-standardized and graded texts became the norm--the- standard
title became Vacation Bihle Schools (:VCB)_ ..

ln North Dakota

congregations the separate. religfonsskolekomite and
s¢ndagsskolekomite me.rged to become the. Department of Education ..

Directors and chairmen of parochial school com-

mit tees became Sunday School superintendents..

The

parochial school as the. Vacation Bible. School became appended to the Sunday School.
In 1937 the N0rth Dakota District of the Norwegian
Evangelical Lutheran Church reported these statistics:
the District had the highest number of Vacation Bible
Schools in the national synod, 254.

These Schools had the

second highest attendance in the nation, 8,405

~

It had

the second highest number of Sunday Schools, 306, and the
third highest attendance in Sunday School, 17,660..

The

convention resolved that attendance in Vacation Bible

l
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School and Sunday School ought to be improved ..

Nearly

eight thousand five hundred souls in North Dakota attended Vacation Bible School.

The fruitful legacy of the

parochial school was that studying in the summer was
worthwhile ..
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While tlie cultural transition from Norwegian to English
was accepted and implemented, the organizational transfer
from independent parochial school to an appendage of the
Sunday School was not always smooth.

Enough parishioners

believed the concept of a month •s term concentrating on the
Bible, the Catechism, and the singing of hymns merited its
own committee and deserved an existence apart from Sunday
School.

A severe separation was hard to justify..

As early

as 19_08 Sunday School teachers were teaching religions.skole
in Cavalier County.

A laerer with three summers' experi-

ence became a member of the Sunday School board..

Garfield

Lutheran Church, Edinburg, illustrates the interchange~
The Garfield klokker started Sunday School and became its
superintendent after 1.894, but h.e also taught norsk skole
wli.ich became the favored school to 1904.,
Sunday School became the favored school.,

After 1904
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The educa..-

tional differences 5etween the systems were blurred..

Be-

fore they began to speak English norsk skole students were
learning to read Norwegian by the Arnerican method..

The

rock-like identity of the norsk skole crumbled in the
American tide.

People wanted to save the pieces~
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During the 1920s and 1930s in congregational annual
meetings members moved to preserve the parochial schools,
spurring long debates.

Votes were counted and placed in

the minutes, signifying the zeal of parishioners..

At

first the conservatives persevered and preserved the
parochial school.

After five to ten years they lost, par-

ticularly if the parochial school was in abeyance for past
summers..

The recorded votes for officially terminating

parochial school or making it Vacation Bible School under
Sunday School show that the diss-enters numbered only
three or less~

Many congregations without debate simply

elected members to one committee instead of twoo

As late

as 1949 two North Dakota congregations elected members to
religionsskolekomiter..

It has not been established that

the last two religionsskoler were truly the old monthly
terms or simply independent Vacation Bible Schools ..
After the debate_s, the journalism, the parochialteacher certification, the emotional ties, the solid learning of the. norsk religi"onssko1er, it is puzzling that
church

~ynodicall histories are meager or silent on them.

A 1923 master's thesis on the Red River Valley congregations devoted one paragraph on the parochial schools in
a hundred and forty-eight pages ..

A later 1948 thesis was

equally brief, but its description carried more weight~
In the authoritative The. Lutheran Church Among NorwegianAmericans

(196 0) by Fevold and Nelson there are two
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references in the first volume to 1890 and one paragraph
in the second.

In the history of the Lutheran Free Chuch

(1969 )_ parochial schools were not mentioned~

One Danish

Lutheran church history had no references~ another had
three short references ..

Nelson's The Lutherans in North

America noted twice the Missouri Synod parochial schools
and once that other synods had vacation schools..

The

latest Lutheran Encyclopedia (l9 67 )_ claimed that the Vacation Bible School originated in the early twentieth century which is misleading:

First, for Norwegian-Americans

VHS was standardized during the 1930s; · second, Bible
schools for all ethnic groups were functioning before 1900,,
In these authorities Sunday School received more atten.

t1on.
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'l1his neglect of religion,

in the form of parochial

and parish Bible schools, seems ill-requited considering
that between 1885 and 1910. so many distinguished churchmen
(who led the NELC into the 19 30s)_ beqan their careers
teaching religionsskole..

In spite of the nearly universal

fond memories that its alumni have. of it, and its contribution to Christian education, the rel_igions:skole ha.s been
treated as if it had no impact on a small segment of
Christendom ..
The Norsk religionsskole can neither :5e overrated nor
underrated.

For small Norwegian..-American communities in

North Dakota assured in their norskhet, so very un.assured
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in their Americanness, the norsk skole insured that the
dear language and the more dear faith would be passed on
to the next generation..

When the third generation,

assured in their Americanness, relinquished the Norwegian
language and many cultural traits, yet clung tenaciously
to th.e faith of Norway in an even more evangelistical
fervor, the norsk skole had done its job ..

CONCLUSION
Norwegian immigrants were not alone in North Dakota
for long-term religious educati'on

Other Scandinavian and

German Lutherans had their summer schools..

Relocated

Americans, English-speaking Presbyterians, also organized
schools ..

Some Catholic communities held summer sessions_

North Dakota pioneers of many faiths and tongues struggled
to see that their children would l~arn Christian doctrine
on the prairies ..
The Norsk Religio·nsskoler provided both religious and
ethnic education for Norwegian immigrants in North Dakota ..
It sustained the ethnic identity for three generations

R

Before other forms of religious training in English prevailed it was essential for sturdy Lutheran upbringing~
It served its purpose well.
For North Dakota Norwegians reg9ionsskole for two
generations played an unassuming yet dynamic role in
Christian education and was important for their ethnic
identity.

In the late twentieth century church people

struggled over bow to educate and impress their youth.
The elders sent them on extended weekends at Bible camps
to study the Catechism, to special sessions of Bible
camp, and to other programs to grasp the Bible.
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The

5.5

concept of regular school days in short terms, the simple
mastery of Bible passages, hymns and Luther's Small
Catechism, this indoctrination of basic Christian theology
and values, is not yet passe never to be attempted again ..
A modified English Religion School might still become a
healthy al te.rnative in Christian Education
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APPENDIX A
CONGREGATIONS STUDIED

PART ONE
LIST OF NORTH DAKOTA NORWEGIAN LUTHERAN
CONGREGATIONS WHOSE MINUTES RECORD
RELIGION SCHOOL ACTJVITY
These records from the microfilm of the American Lutheran
Church Records Collection Number 894 in the Elwyn B ..
Robinson Department of Special Collections, Chester Fritz
Library, University of North Dakota
There are ninetynine numbered microfilm reels..
The congregtions are
enumerated from the earliest sequence to the latest ..
The
first congregations begin in Southeastern North Dakota;
the 1 atter in the Northwest.
Numbers found in succeeding
Appendices refer to these congregations.
Sometimes the location of a congregation is noted after
the Post Office... Example: Gardner Sm E which means
11
Five miles East of Gardner .. "

L
2 ..
3.
4.
5 ..
6 ..
7.
8.
9.
10.
lL
12.
13.
14.
15 ..
16.
1 7.
18.
19.
2 0.
21.
22 ..
23 ..

CONGREGATION

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

REEL

Nora
First
St. Paul's
Kindred
Norman-Sheyenne
(Quam)
Christiania
St . John IS
(N .. Sheyenne)_
Rorace
West Prairie
Syde Wild Rice
(Galchutt).
Emanuel
Barrett- Bethany
Christine
South Pleasant

Gardner Sm E
Fargo
Fargo
Kindred
Kindred
l/2m N, 3m E
Kindred
Horac·e

Cass
Cass
Cass
Cass
Cass

219
225
225
227
227

Cass
Cass

228
228

Horace
Horace [Kindred]
Galchutt

Cass
Richland
Richland

228
228
228

Abercrombie
Abercrombie Sm SW
Christine
Christine
2 l/2m W
Hickson
Hickson 4m SW
Galesburg
Clifford
Hatton
Hatton 6m E & s
Hatton

Richland
Richland
Richland
Richland

229
229
229
229

Cass
Cass
Traill
Traill
Trai 11
Traill
Traill

230
230
230
230
231
232
232

Hatton 5 l/2m N
Hatton 6m W

G. Forks
Steele

2 32
232

Lower Wild Rice
North Pleas ant
Elm River
Norman
St. Johannes
Bethany
Our Savior's
Washington
Prairie
Goose River

65

66
CONGREGATION
24. Little Forks
(Aadalenl
25. Trinity
26. Bethany
27. Bang
2 8 • Ho 1 Cl 8 9 2 )_
29 .. Northwood (18921
30. Mayville (Synod}
31. Mayville N. Ev.
(.Ha uges )_
32. Our Savior's
(United C.1
33. Mayville
(1918, #30-'32 )_
34. St. Olaf
35 .. Our Savior's
36. Trinity (to 19261
3 7. Firs t (to 19 2 6 )_
38 .. Evanger
39. Elm Grove
40. Elk Valley

41.. Bethel
42. St. Paul I s·
43. Ness
44. Hyllestad
45 .. Norway
46. Highland
(H¢iland)_
47 .. Ny Stavanger
4 8. Buxton
49. Stj¢rdalen
50 .. St. Olaf
51. Grafton
(Park River).
52 .. St. John's
53. Park Center
54. Hvides¢
55. Zion
56 .. Concordia
57 Zion
e

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

Hatton
Traill
6m s & 3m E
Roseville
Traill
Golden Lake OR
Finley 9m E & lm N · Steele
Portland
Steele
10m W & lm N
G .. Forks
Northwood
Northwood
G .. Forks
Traill
Mayville
Traill
Mayville

REEL
233
234
234
234
235
235
236
236

Mayville

Traill

236

Mayville

Traill

236

Hillsboro 6m NE
Hillsboro
Grand Forks
Grand Forks
Brenna
Mccanna 10m NW
Mccanna
2m W & 2m N
Larimore
9. l/2ro SW
Honeyford 1/2 S
Mekinock
l/2m S & lm E
Buxton 6m NE
Cummings
2 l/2m S & 3m W
Cummings 6m NE

Traill
Traill
G .. Forks
G .. Forks
G .. Forks
G .. Forks
G .. Forks

237
237
238
238
238
240
240

G .. Forks

240

G. Forks
G.. Forks

240
240

Traill
Traill

241
241

Traill

241

Buxton
Buxton
Holmes
Reynolds
2m E & 2m N
Grafton

Traill
Traill
Traill
Traill

241
242
242
242A

Walsh

260

Pembina
Walsh
Walsh
Walsh

260
261
261
262

Walsh
Walsh

262
262

St .. Thomas
Dundee
Hoople 8 1/2 W
Union (Cavalier
Co .. )_ lm S
Park River Sm W
Hoople
Sm S & lm E

67
CONGREGATION
58. South Trinity
59. Our Savior's
60. Golden Valley
(Goldenl
61.. Trinity
62 . Vang
6 3 .. Highland
(BeilandL
64 .. Silvesta
65 .. Zion
66 .. Our Savior's
67. South Pembina
68 .. Big Pembina
69 .. VAng
70. North Dovre
71.
72.
73 ..
74 ..
75 .

St. Stephen's
First
Zion
First
Nordland

76 . Mouse River
77. Trini tv
78. Turtle Mountain
79.
80.
81.
82.

Lesje
Holden
Betania
First (Mouse
River}
83. Irrunanuel
(Errunan ue 1 )_
84 .. Fron
85. Saron

86. Oak Valley
(Norway)_
87. St .. Johannes
(Lilla I
88 .. Balfour
89. St.. Paul's
9_Q . Hjerdal

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

REEL

Grafton
6m w & 2m S
Park River
Park River
6 l/2m W
Adams
3m N & lm W
Fairdale
8m S & 1 l/2rn W
Fairdale [1st PO]
Nekoma
Fairdale-Kinloss
Loma-Irene
Wales
7m S & 1 1/2 W
Langdon
llm E & Sm N
Elkwood
Walhalla llm W
Osnabrock
4m N & 2m E
Milton 6m S
Rugby
Tunbridge 6m SW
Bottineau
Bottineau
6 l/2m N
Landa 6m S & 2m E
Landa·
Carbury
2m N & lm W
Roth Sm N
Maxbass 6m E
Maxbass 6 l/2m N
Minot

Walsh

262

Walsh
Walsh

262
263

Walsh

263

Walsh

263

Walsh

264

Walsh
Cavalier
Cavalier

264
264
264

Cavalier

264

Cavalier
Cavalier
Cavalier

265
265
266

Cavalier
Pierce
Pierce
Bottineau
Bot tine au

26 6
26 7
267
267
267

Bottineau
Bottineau
Bottineau

268
268
268

Bottineau
Bottineau
Bottineau
Ward

268
269
269
269

Surrey 6m N

Ward

270

Minot 16m SW
Minot
10m S & lrn W
Velva

Ward
Ward

270
270

McHenry

270

Drake

McHenry

270

Hal four
Dogden-Butte
Voltaire

McHenry
McLean
McHenry

270
271
271

68
CONGREGATION
91.. North. Prairie
92. St.. John's
9 3 .. Stanley
94 .. Snife River
95. Zion
96. First
97. Scandia Valley

98 . St.. Luke's
99. Round PrairieSL Pauli
100. Ploom Creek..Our Savior's
101.. Wheelock
102. Epping
103. Bethany
104. Rainbow Valley
10.5 .. Our Savior's (Ray}_
106 .. Wildrose
107 .. Ambrose
108 .. Concordia Ev ..
109 .. Grand View
110. Pleasant Prairie
111.. Short Creek
(Nordstjernenl
112. Bethesda
113 .. Bethania
114 .. East Forks
115. Sandy CreekHauges
116. Our Savior's
117 .. Bethany
118 .. Sigdal
119., Pekin (Fi:rst)
12 0. Sheyenne
121.. Trinity
12 2. Immanuel
12 3. Trinity
124 .. Scandinavia
125. St. Hans
126. Concordia

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

REEL

Velva
Carpio
Stanley
Stanley
Berthold
Williston
Williston
15m w, 7m
Williston
14m W, 8m
Williston
16.m W., 2m
Williston

McHenry
Ward
Mountrail
Mountrail
Ward
Williams
Williams

271
271
271
272
272
272
273

Williams

273

Williams

273

Williams

273

Wheelock
Epping
Epping 9m N
Ray llm N & 2m w
Ray
Wildrose
Ambrose.
Crosby
Columbus 2m E
Columbus 2m N
Columbus 7m NE

Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams
Divide
Divide
Burke
Burke
Burke

273
273
273
27'3
274
274
274
275
275
275
275

Marmon
Bonetraill
Bonetraill
Manger

Williams
Williams
Williams
Williams

276
276
2 76
276

Zahl
Rudser 7m NW
Pekin 12m SW
Pekin
Pekin 4m SE
Esmond
Esmond 6 l/2m NE
Stark we a the.r
Webster
6m E & 2m N
Edmore 6m NE
Edmore

Williams
Divide
Nelson
Nelson
Nelson
Benson
Benson
Ramsey
Ramsey

276
2 76
351
351
351
361
361
364
364

Ramsey
Ramsey

364
364

N
N
N
12m SE

ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SIX (126) CONGREGATIONS
ON MICROFILM

l
ii

i
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PART TWO
NOTES FROM LADIES AID-WOMEN'S MISSIONARY
FEDERATION PAPERS
These records are WMF RECORDS, Box 11, ELCA Archives
housed in Luther-Norwestern Theological Seminary, St .. Paul,
Minnesota.
Congregations• Ladies Aid societies have two
numbering s:ys terns: (1I Alphabetic to designate order of
study in WMF Records.. (21 Regular, which reverts to the
Microfilm number if the society-congregation was registered in Part One above.
If not, the enumeration continues with new congregations, Numbers 126 to 151.
Examples:
St .. Petri of Nome is new, and receives Number
127; Holden of Maxbass was Number 79 in Microfilm and retains i t ..
CONGREGATION
127 ..
12 8.
79.
9 3.
97.
114.
129 ..
130.
119.
131.
132 ..
133.
134 ..
135.
136 ..
111.
107 .
137.
138 ..
139·....
9.
14 0 ..
18 ..
20.
141.
38.
142 ..
40 ~

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

Barnes
St .. Petri
Nome (Standing Rock)
Sargent
Trinity
Forman
Bottineau
Holden
Maxbass
Mountrail
Knife River
Stanley
Williams
St .. Luke's
Williston
Williams
East Forks
Bonetraill
f.
Ramsey
g.
St. Ansgar
Edmore
Nelson
h .. Valley Grove
Kloten
Nelson
Pekin
i.
Pekin
Griggs
j . Union
Hannaford
Steele
k.
Trinity
Sharon
Nelson
1 ..
Center
Mapes
Griggs
m.
Trondenes
Lenora Town.ship
Nelson
n.
Hamar
Hamar
Divide
Zion
Noonan
o ..
Burke
p.
Short Creek
Columbus
Divide
q. Ambrose
Ambrose
Divide
r.
First
Fortuna
Barnes
Immanuel
Valley City
r .
(Number 138 was mentioned in Number 13 7)
Divide
Crosby
s. Troy
Cass
Kindred
t.. west Prairie
Richland
Wild Rice
Dwight
u.
Traill
w.
Norman
Clifford
Traill
Bethany
Hatton
x.
Traill
Cummings
y.
Highland
G . Forks
Brenna
z. Evanger
G .. Forks
Grand Forks 6m N
aa. Grand Marais
G Forks
Mccanna
ab. Elk Valley
a.
b ..
c.
d.
e.
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43 ..
143 ..
144 ..
145.

CONGREGATION

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

ac.
ad ..
ae.
af.

Mekinock
Mekinock
Blanchard
Harvey

G. Forks
G .. Forks
Traill
Wells

Harvey

Wells

Hettinger
Reeder
R~eder

Adams
Adams
Adams

Milton
Park River
Wolford
Mylo
Willow City

Cavalier
Walsh
Pierce
Rolette
Bottineau

146 .. ag.
147. ah.
148 .. ai..
149: .. aj
71.
59.
150.
151.
152 ..

ak ..
al.
am.
an.
ao ..

Ness
Middle Grove
Blanchard
Antelope
Valley
FirstNorwegian
Cedar Creek
Memre
Whetstone
Butte
St. Stephens
Our Savior's
Wolford
Mylo
Norwegian

FORTY-ONE (41 )_ CONGREGATIONS IN THE WMF RECORDS

PART THREE
PAMPHLETS FROM BOX 441, ELV\7YN B.. ROBINSON DEPARTMENT OF
SPECIAL COLLECTIONS, Chester Fritz Library, University of
North Dakota (three from the writer's private collection)
AND FROM THE NORWE~IAN-AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
ARCHIVES, MAINLY BOX 145, Ole R¢lvaag Library, St. Olaf
College.
These pamphlets, mainly congre gtional anniversary booklets,
have two numbering systems:
(1) Roman to designate the
order of study in Chester Fritz and Ole R¢lvaag LibJ!aries.
(2L Regular, which reverts to Microfilm or WMF number if
the congregtion was registered in Part One or Two above.
If not, the enumeration continues with new congregations,
Numbers 153 to 171.
Examples:
Bisbee, Bisbee is new,
and receives Number 153; Concordia Ev. of Crosby was
Number 108 in Microfilm and retains it.

71
CONGREGATION

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

ROBINSON DEPARTMENT OF SPECIAL COLLECTIONS
153.
i..
108.
ii..
154.
iii..
40 ..
iv.
SL
v.
g_o ..
vi ..
4 ..
vii ..
9_1. viii ..
155 ..
ix.
131.
x ..

Bisbee
Concordia Ev.
Dahlen
Elk Valley
Grafton
Hjerdal
Kindred
North_ Prairie
Barton
Union

154.
xi.. West Prairie
82 .. xii .. First
130 .. xiii . Valley Grove

Bisbee
Crosby
Dahlen
Mccanna
Grafton
Voltaire
Kindred
Velva
Barton
Hannaford
4m E, lm N
Binford
Minot
Kloten

Towner
Divide
Nelson
G,, Forks
Walsh
McHenry
Cass
McHenry
Pierce
Griggs
Griggs
Ward
Nelson

PRIVATE COLLECTION
4 3.
3738 ..
157 .

xix .. Ness

Mekinock

G. Forks

United CZ ionTrinity-FirstBethany)_
xii .. Garfield

Grand Forks

G .. Forks

Edinburg

Walsh

xx ..

NORWEGIAN-AMERICAN HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
158.
159 ..
16 o.
161.
6 ..

54
57 ..

118.
162 .

xxii..
xxtii.
xxiv.
xxv.
xxvi.
xxvii ..
xxviiL
xxix ..
xxx.

2 ..
xxxi..
163 .
xxxii..
164 .. xxxiii.
165. xxxiv ..
81.
xxxv ..

·¢stervold
North Viking
West St. Olaf
Leeds Ev ..
Christiania
Hvides¢·
Zion
Sigdal
Zion (iater
Uni tedI
First
First
Antiochia
Buffalo
Saron

Finley 6m N, lm E
Maddock
Enderlin
Leeds
Kindred
Hoople
Hoople
Pekin
Grand Forks

Steele
Benson
Ransom
Benson
Cass
Walsh
Walsh
Nelson
G .. Forks

Fargo
Enderlin
Churchs Ferry
Buffalo
M.inot
10m s, lm W

Cass
Ransom
Ramsey
Cass
Ward

--72
CONGREGATION
166 ..
xxxvi. Northwood Ev ..
167 .. xxxvii .. American
168. xxxiii.. Dovre
12 0 ..
xxxix .. Sheyenne
2 7 ..
xl .. Bang
169.
xli. Bloomfield
170.
xlii. Richland
171 ..
xliii .. St. Petri

FORTY-THREE

POST OFFICE

COUNTY

Northwood
Oakes
Osnabrock
Pekin
Portland
Upham
Walcott
York

G. Forks
Dickey
Cavalier
Nelson
Steele
McHenry
Richland
Benson

(43)_ CONGREGATIONS FROM LIBRARY

PAMPHLETS
A TOTAL OF TWO HUNDRED AND TEN (210)_ SOURCES WERE STUDIED
FOR A HUNDRED AND SEVENTY-ONE Cl 71)_ CONGREGATIONS WITH
RELIGION SCHOOLS IN TWENTY-NINE. {29 )_ NORTH DAKOTA COUNTIES ..

APPENDIX

B.

CQI~ENTS. QN PRIMARY' SOURCES

I

I

COMMENTS ON PRIMARY SOURCES
Most time and effort went into reading the minutes of one
hundred and twenty-six Cl2 6} congregations for as much as
seventy years (ca .. 1878-1948)_ for the oldest to forty
years (ca. 19_10-19501 for the youngest..
.Almost all
minutes were written in Norwegian to about the 19 30s
.A
few congregations authorized English minutes as early as
1910; a very few minutes were still written in Norwegian
in the late 1940s..
About five congregations allowed typed
sheets, either Norwegian or English, to substitute for
handwritten pages
e

Reading handwritten Norwegian by hundreds of hands was
a challenge..
Penmanship ranged from elegant flourishes
to crabbed illegibility.
Sometimes the same hand penned
in the minutes long after Cor well before)_ the hand was
a secretary's~
It seems to have been a practice for some
secretaries to ask the person with the best penmanship
to inscribe tfie minutes in the official record book ..
Furthermore, secretaries wrote in dialects, ranging from
literary Dano..,..Norwegian Cbokmal)_ to six or seven variants,
of which some seemed difficult to put to paper.
.A few
hands seem to be in a standard country Norwegian (lansmal}
out seldom consistent.
Of course, some secretaries would
misspell..
SO:rrll= words simply were not understood ..
English crept into the minutes$
There are about ten ways
to spell "committee" and five for "trustee .. " Other English
words would be used shamelessly by one secretary, only to
be cast off oy his successor.
During the official transition from Norwegian script to English the same secretary
would sometimes smoothly exchange languages ..
Reports from No_rsk Religion s_sk<Jle corrrrni ttees or directors
could be recorded with as much detail as the secretary
desired ..
If the secretary was a director or former
teacher the minutes could be thorough..
Usually it was
merely "reports accepted" and men elected to the school
committee~ More detailed minutes noted income and expense of the schoois, but their reports could neglect to
mention the names of the teachers, the number of their
students and their age groups~
Nevertheless, adequate
facts reveal how influential "Norwegian School" was for
the congregation ..
Parish pamphlets varied in information .
.A few lines would
sum up decades of Norsk Religion~skole in one brochure.
Another brochure would recount sentimentally about the
first years of school or a well-remembered teacher:
all

74

75
else about the school faded.
Too often the "Norwegian
School" seemed to be an arm of· the Sunday School in hindsight.
Its independent position was ignored in a loving
way.
The life within the schools has not been described
at length .. For a once sturdy institution there is really
sparse documentation to support many old memories.
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e
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challenged the popular political whim and who suffered from public reaction.
100th Anniversry, 1877-1977, Ness Lutheran Church,
· Mekinock, North Dak~ota, Saturday and Sunday, July 30
and 31, _1977 ..
Rolfsen, Nordahl.
Laesebog fo_r Falke sko·len.. F j erde Del ..
Kristiania:
Jacob Dybwads Forlag, 1906.
Ibid ..

Norge Gjennern Tiderne .. Boken om Norge IV~
Kristiania:
Jacob Dybwads Forlag, 1914~

Seventy-fifth Anniversary,_ 1886-1961, August 26 and 27,
1961, Garfield Lutheran Free Church, Edinburg, North
North Dakota..
·
· ·
Sverdrup, H. U.. Sverdrup, ed.
Dr. Martin Luthers Katekismus med Barnelaerdoms visi tas .. .. .. (Min.neapolis:
Den forende kirkes for lag, 189 8)_ ..
United Lutheran Church Centennial Booklet, 1879-1979, A
Century... II Blessed t () Be
Blessing, JI A Her{tage
Dedicated to ·the Future Congregation, United Lutheran
Church, Grand Forks, Nor~h Dakota ..

a

Untag of Dr .. Erik Pontopiddan Forklaering tilde enfoldig
nyttes. Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1890 .
E

Norwegian-American Historical Association~
Besides congregational pamphlets many personal and
institutional papers are housed in the Archives at
o . E .. R¢1vaag Library, St. Olaf College, Northfield,
Minnesota..
The Acquisition Position number (P)
follows most entries.
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Aaberg Academy, papers

P470~

Bergh, Olai O (1852-19.4.0)_..
Typescript.
P73 8

"Autobiography

11

1929

Boe, Vigleik E .. (1873-1953)_ ,Local Hfstory, 1933..
Finley,
North Dakota. P43 ... ¢¥terVold Me~igheds HistoxieL
188 3, Finley, Steele County, Nortfr Dakota ..
Braaten, Sven 0..
P316 ..

Cl853-1933)_ Thompson

North Dakota

Congregations:
P537, Boxes 17-18 .
Alphabetical. by name of congregation,,
Hi~story of the Am.e'rican EVan_ge1icaT Lutheran Church of
Oakes, North Dakota ..
The )5th Anniversary,. Antiochia Lutheran Church,. 3 1/2
Miles of Churchs Ferry,_ No:t~h Dakota, June 18, 1961 ..
Fiftieth Anniversary, Bang Lutheran Church, 1881-1931.,
Fiftieth AnnJversary, 19.00_:-1_950, Bloomfield Luther an
Church, Upham, North Dako.ta ..
Buff~lo Lutheran Church., Fifty-fifth An_niversary, June 2123, 1g35~
Buffalo post office.
Christiania Lutheran Church, Kindred, North Dakota,
. Seventy-Fifth Anniversary ...
Dovre Lutheran Church, 1882-1957, Seventy-Fifth Anniversary Dedication, June 30, 1957, Os_nabrock, North
Dakota ..
History of _the First Lutheran Church of Enderlin, North
Dakota, 1878-1908-1938 ..
The First Lutheran Church,. Ap.nual Report, Fargo, North
Dakota ..
Fiftieth Anniversary, 18_8_4-19 34, _First _Lutheran Church,
Minot, North Da_kota.
Seventy-Fifth Anniversary of the Hvideso Lutheran Church,
Dundee T·ownship,. Rural Hoople, North Dakota_, 1882..19S2.
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Leeds Ev .. Lutheran Church,_ affiliated with the American
Lutheran Church, Leeds;_ North Dakota, Seventy-fifth
Anniversary,_ July 15, ,1_96 L
North Viking Lutheran Church, 1883..-1963, Seventy-Fifth
Anniversary,_ June 29-30, 1963, Maddoc_k,_ North Dakota ..
Dedi_cation Services & Seventy..-Eighth Ann·ivers~cy of
Northwood Evange:li_cal Lutheran Churc_h,_ N_orthwood,
North Dakota ..
Richland Lutheran Church (Rural Christine)., Walcott, North
Dakota, 75th Ann{versary, 1879-1963 ..
Golden Anniversar_y, 1899-19.49, St .. Petri Lutheran Church,
York, North. Dak()ta.
Saran Lutheran Church.. Fiftieth Anniversary,_ 1904-19 54 ..
September 4, 19.5 4 ..
Sheyenne Lutheran Church Diamond Jubilee, _1882-1957,
Pikin,· North Dakota ..
Sarop Lutheran Church,: Ffftieth Anniversa+7y, 19Q4-19_54,
September 4, 1954 ..
Minot post office.
History of the West St .. Olaf Lutheran Church _of_Liberty
·· · Township, Ransom County, North. Dakota ..
Enderlii post office.
·
Sigdal Congregation,. Diamond :J·uhi lee, Ju·ne 8
Pekin, North Dakota.

&

9, 195 7 ,

West Prairie Evangelical .Lutheran Church, Binford, North
Dakota, 18 85-198 0...
Aarsberetning for Zions :q.o_r~k evangel~k luthersk rnenighed,
Grand Fcn::k s, North Dakota.
Later merged into unifed Lutheran, 1926 ..
Zion L_uthe.ran Church, Seventy-Fifth Anniversary, 19791954, July 16 .... 18, 1954_.. Hoople, North Dakota ..
Franklin School..

Mayville, North. Dakota, parsonage

Fuglestad, Torkel T.
acript..
PBS O.

(1856-1954 )...

o

"Autobiography .. "

Gran Boarding School Report, Mayville, North Dakota ..
p49:3 ..

P49 l .
Type
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Grand Forks College

(1892-19 22 )__ papers..

P494.

Grimstvedt, Abraham..
Correspondence (l850-1875)_. Pll3 ..
Mentioned religionsskole in Wisconsin in 1852
Johnsrud, Knud Cl832-189-5l paper:s..
school teacher.
Pl96.

Wisconsin church

Lutheran Bible School (l912-1938)__ papers.
PS03.
School moved from Wahpeton to Grand Forks North
Dakota, and th_en to Fergus Falls, Minnesota ..
Rasmussen, Peter A .. (1829-1898)_ papers..
teacher..
PS 7 8 ..

Parochial school

F

Women's Missionary Federation Records,
Evangelical
Lutheran Cflurch_ in America Archives, Luther:Northwestern Theological Seminary, St .. Paul, Minnesota ..
These records contain official correspondence,
pamphlets, unpublished speeches, society histories,
and other papers of importance.
Both the Norwegian
Evangelical Lutheran Church's WMF (l917-1959l and
the Lutheran Free Church•s WMF (1916-19621 have their
unedited and unexpunged material here.
Forty-one
histories of local societies mention supporting or
running parochial scflool--their congregations are
listed in Pa rt Two of Appendix A ..
Blilie, Katharina A.
"Historical Script, 1952 .. "
A paper that states that many WMF societies supported
parochial schools~
G

Board of Education, Norwegian Evangelical Church.
Records
in Evangelical Lutheran Church in America Archives,
St. Paul, Minnesota.
Some attention given to parochial schools in the
1920s ..
Petersen, S.
Een of tostemrn.ige_ choral_-melodier og sange,
udsatte i ziffre, isar til brug for orn:gangsskolenes ..
Christiania:
zj .. Chr. Abelstad, 1860.,
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Norli.e, O.. M..
Norsk Lutherske M,enigheter i Amerika.
Andet Bind. Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1918.
Norlie wrote to every Norwegian Lutheran congregation to gather statistics.. Most congregations returned the forms with photographs of their churches,
making the two volumes indispensible for students of
the Norwegian Lutheran Church ..
Kir_kf2lig Maanedstidene III (,1858}__: 137-38; IV Cl859)_: 3939, 50-51..
Brandt, o . E .. Menighedsskoleh i Guds Ords og Historiens
Lys ..
Referat ved Minnesota Distrikts Synodem¢de,
19_04 ..
Luthe_ranen, Minneapolis., (1909_)_: 133-134; 326-326; 423-424;
614-616; 837; 855-857; 1363-1364.
Repo_rt of the Norwegian Evangelical Lutheran Church: 1937
National Convention..
193 7.
Every $tate di$trtct reported its accomplishments:
the. North Dakota i~trict had much to say ..
Tollefsen, Anders..
Om kristendoms-undervisn_ingen i
barneskolen, for larere og arerskoleelever
Kristi_ania:
Lutherstiftelsens, 1908 ..
United Lutheran Church of America..
Den lill·e pilegrim .
Sangbog for sondags-og re_ligionsskolen.. Minneapolis:
Augsburg, 19.02 ..
IT..

Secondary E>ources
A

Aarflot, Andreas..
Norsk Kirkehistorie .. Bind II..
Oslo:
Lutherstiftelsen, 1~67~
The second of three volumes of the authorative
history of the. Church of Norway.
In a dozen passages discussing church and secular education it
never mentions a:rri6ulatory school and the influence of
any schooling on emigrants in North America~
Hamre, James s.. Georg Sverdrup: . Educator, Theologian,
Churchman. Northfield:
The Norwegian-American
Historical Association, 1986m
Haugen, Einar..
"R¢'lvaag • s Lost Novel O Norweg_ian.,..
American Stud s Vol.. 32 (1989)_: 2 09.,...219 ..
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The Encyclopedia of the Lutheran .Church_
Augsburg, 19£7, vol .. 1,470 .

Minneapolis:

Fevold, Eugene L..
The Lutheran Free Church
Augsourg, 1969....

.Minneapolis:

Jensen, John M.
The Unite_d Evangelical Lutheran Church:
An Interpretation ..
Minneapolis:
Augsburg, 1964 ..
Lindberg, Duane R..
"Perceived Ethnicity among Lutheran
· Pastors and Parishes in North Dakota (An Empirical
Guide for Ethnic Group Action " Libby Collection
No. 642.
Robinson Departmento
Lovoll, Odd S
The Promise of America:
A History of the
Norwegtan People..
Minnea.pol.is:
University of
Minnesota Press, 1984.
One photograph and caption on amo.ulatory school.,
Mortenson, Enok ..
The Danish Lutheran Church in America:
The History and Heritage of The American Eyangelical
Lutheran Church...
Philadelphia:
Board of Publications, 1967.
Nelson, E .. Clifford, ed ..
The Lutherans in North America ..
Philadelphia:
Fortress Pre-s s, 19 75 .
Excellent general treatment with pertinent facts
on all the synods and their trasnformations.
Nelson, E .. Clifford and Eugene L .. Fevold..
The Lutheran
Church Among Norwegian-Americans ..
Minneapolis:
Augsburg, 1960..
.
.
This classic history has little on congregational
education ..
Quanbeck, Thor H..
"A History of Norwegian-Lutheran Academies in North. Dakota, 1878-1948 .. " M.. S .. Ed . thesis,
North Dakota Agricultural College, 1949.
This is the best general survey of the nine
academies that flourished.
Sherman, William C. and Playford V. Thorson, ed ..
Plains
Folk:
North Dakota's Ethnic History ..
Fargo: North
Dakota Institute for Regional Studies, 1988.
Meticulously written and edited, this volume by
scholars provides fascinating reading on how immigrants from the world settled one state.
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11

Skole for Norske Tnnvandrebarn i Midvesten, 1840-1910 .. "
De Som Dro Ut CGift of Norwegian State Information
Service t: 6- 7 ..
Nine-page document on "School for Norwegian
Immigrant Children in the Midwest, 1840-1910,." No
bibliographical information given.

Zempel, Solveig, ed.
In Their Own Words:
Letters from
Norwegian Immigrants..
Minneapolis:
University- of
Minnesota Press, 1991~
The immigrants wrote to people in Norway and
mentioned North Dakota parochial schools
Two
writers taught school~

B

Norwegian-American Historic_a1 Association Studies and
Records·:
Norwegian-American Historical Association
Studies..
·
- ·
·
·
Distinguished journal that issues volumes from
time to time..
These selected references, noted without
years, were never reviewed and· incorporated in the
paper ..
Jacobson, Clara..
"Memories from Perry Parsonage .. 11 14: 139 ..
Parochial School lineup .. 14:140 ..
Norwegian and parochial teachers in congreagion .. 14:
144 ..
Additional notes .. 14: 146, 153.
Fevold, Eugene ..
"The Immigl:'ant and His Church .. "
Brief note on surnmar parochial school~
Lovoll, Odd S ..
24:78,,

22:14,,

"The Norwegian Press in North Dakota ..

11

Preus, J. C .. K..
"Norwegian State Church to American Free
Church."
25:218 ..
Programs of Church Schools, 1858 ..
Nelson ..
"The School Controversy among Norwegian Irnmigrants .. 11
26:206 ..
Why there was no fulltime parochial school
Lindberg, Duane R ..
"Norwegian-American Pastors in Immi.,..
grant Fiction, 18 70-19.20 .. "
2 3: 29 0 ..
Arguments for parochial school..
23:295 ..
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.III..

Personal Sources

Orville Bakken.
Interview by author.
North Dakota.. 18 October 1990.,

Notes.,

Pastor Selmer Hilde, Bemidji, Minnesota..
author.
15 October 198 8 ..

.Northwood,

Letter to

Mrs .. Milton Olson .. Interviewed by author..
Notes~
Forks, North Dakota
14 November 1990.
Mrs .. Olaf Overland..
Interviewed by author~
Mekinock, North Dakota
10 July 1989.

Grand

Notes ..

Prudence Pederson..
Interview with author..
Tape Recorder ..
Hatton, North Dakota.
18 October 1990~
Guy Thorson..
Interview with author.
Tape Recorder ..
Hatton, North Dakota
18 October 199 0 ..

